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We have gathered protocols of subjects in their first 30 hours of learning LISP. The processes by which subjects write LISP functions to meet problem specifications has been modeled in a simulation program called GRAPES (Goal Restricted Production System). The GRAPES system embodies the goal-restricted architecture for production systems as specified in the ACT* theory (Anderson, 1983). We compare our simulation to human protocols on a number of problems. GRAPES simulates the top-down, depth-first flow of control exhibited by subjects and produces code very similar to subject code. Special attention is given to modeling student solutions by analogy, how students learn from doing, and how failures of working memory affect the course of problem-solving. Of major concern is the process by which GRAPES compiles operators in solving one problem to facilitate the solution of later problems.

INTRODUCTION

There are a number of reasons for being interested in how people learn to program. For one thing, it is an excellent example of the acquisition of a complex cognitive skill. It gets to the heart of many of the deep epistemological issues that haunt cognitive science. Particularly in the case of a language like LISP and in the case of subjects with no prior computer experience, we are looking at skill acquisition with relatively little relevant prior knowledge. It is almost as close to a situation of a tabula rasa as we are going to find in an adult. Also, in contrast to domains like natural language or perhaps even mathematics, it is extremely implausible to argue that we have evolved a special faculty for this skill (e.g., Chomsky, 1980). In studying the acquisition of programming skills, we are looking at an instance of learning by
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general-purpose mechanisms. Despite the relative paucity of prior knowledge and prior specialization, people can become quite proficient programmers. So the domain offers a testimony to the power of these general-purpose learning mechanisms.

Two of our three subjects had no prior programming experience. Thus, we are looking at a particularly pure case of novel learning. However, the behavior we observe in LISP also shows up in learning other skills like geometry and physics and we feel our theoretical conclusions do generalize to other domains.

It is also the case that learning to program is going to be an increasingly important goal in our society. Thus, understanding its acquisition will have enormous educational impact. The issue of training novel, complex, and technical skills is a major one for our "high-tech" society with its need to retrain a large fraction of the work force. This retraining will not always be in programming, but in studying programming we are addressing issues important to many technical skills.

This paper reports research relevant to four major issues: how the problem-solving involved in programming is organized, how the knowledge given in instruction is initially used to guide programming, how this knowledge becomes compiled so it can apply smoothly, and how working memory capacity limits the ability to program. While these are interesting questions in their own right, we are particularly interested in these questions because they are key to the ACT* theory of acquisition of cognitive skills (Anderson, 1982, 1983). Consonant with ACT* we will argue for four major conclusions:

1. The problem-solving is organized hierarchically according to a set of goals and subgoals.
2. The problem solving is largely guided at first by structural analogy to concrete cases.
3. The ACT* processes of composition and proceduralization convert this knowledge into procedures specific to programming.
4. Working memory impacts on behavior by affecting the probability of successfully executing the analogy and programming procedures.

The Data Base

We have looked extensively at the first 30 hours of novice programming behavior of three subjects (SS, WC, and BR). SS was an undergraduate with no prior programming experience. BR was a psychology BA also without any programming experience. WC was a college professor with some FORTRAN experience. In these protocols, subjects studied a text on LISP
SS studied Siklossy (1976), WC studied Winston (1977), and BR studied Winston & Horn (1981). We recorded their verbal protocols, kept their paperwork, and kept a record of their terminal interactions. The individual sessions varied from 45 minutes to two and a half hours, depending on what seemed to be natural units and natural breaking points. Approximately one quarter of the session time was spent reading and discussing the text; the other three-quarters of the time was spent doing various exercises. The subjects worked with an experimenter who tried to do as little teaching as possible and let the student learn from the text. The main responsibility of the experimenter was to query the subjects about what they were thinking, why they tried various solutions, etc. However, if the subject had a serious misunderstanding or was lost in a problem, the experimenter would intervene with tutorial assistance.

We feel that we have a good record of the learning that was occurring in these sessions. Subjects were instructed not to think about LISP when they were not in the experimental session. They were also not permitted to keep the textbook between sessions.

While the 30 hour protocols from these subjects have been the major source of data for theory construction, we have also looked at protocols from these subjects much later, after they had continued their LISP education. We also looked at protocols from relatively advanced LISP programmers. In addition, we have assigned various learning problems to a large class learning LISP. While we cannot get any information about the real-time problem-solving from the class, the data does provide information about the distribution of final solutions. This provides the basis for judging the representativeness of the solutions we see from our three subjects.

The GRAPES Simulation

We developed GRAPES (Goal-Restricted Production System) to model how subjects write LISP functions and how subjects learn from their problem-solving episodes. GRAPES is a simulation of certain aspects of the ACT* theory and as such takes the form of a production system. Each production in GRAPES has a condition which specifies a particular programming goal and various problem specifications. The action of the production can be to embellish the problem specification, to write or change LISP code, or to set new subgoals. A representative example of a production that a pre-novice might have is:

1All programs in LISP take the form of functions that calculate a particular input-output relation.

2Here and throughout the paper we will give an English-like rendition of the production rules. A technical specification of these rules (i.e., a computer listing) can be obtained by writing to us. Also available is a users' manual (Sauers & Farrell, 1982) that describes the system.
R1: IF the goal is to write a structure
and there is a template for writing the structure
THEN set a goal to map that template to the current case.

R1 might be invoked in a non-programming context such as when one uses
another person’s income tax form as a template to guide how to fill out his
own. Productions like R1 serve as a basis for subjects’ initial performance
in LISP. A production that a novice might have after a few hours of learn-
ing is:

R2: IF the goal is to add List1 and List2
THEN write (APPEND List1 List2)

This production recognizes the applicability of the basic LISP function.
With experience, subjects become more and more discriminate about when
to apply LISP functions and more articulate about how to apply functions.
A rule that an expert might have is:

R3: IF the goal is to check that a recursive call to a function will
terminate and the recursive call is in the context of a MAP
function
THEN set as a subgoal to establish that the list provided to the
MAP function will always become NIL after some number
of recursive calls

All programs in LISP take the form of functions that calculate various
input-output relations. These functions can call other functions or them-
selves recursively. A programming problem is solved in GRAPES by de-
composing an initial goal of writing a function into subgoals and dividing
these subgoals into others, and so forth, until goals are reached which cor-
respond to things which can be directly written. The composition of goals
into subgoals constitutes the AND-level of a goal tree; alternative ways of
decomposing a goal constitute the OR-level of the goal tree. The details of
the GRAPES production system are described in Sauers and Farrell (1982).
The architecture differs from other production systems (e.g. Anderson,
1976; Newell, 1973), primarily in the way it treats goals. At any point in
time there is a single goal being focused upon and only productions relevant
to that goal may apply. In this feature, GRAPES is like ACT* (Anderson,
1983a) and other recent theories (Brown & Van Lehn, 1980; Card, Moran, &
Newell, 1983). More generally, it is the case that GRAPES has a subset of
the features contained in ACT.*

THE TRANSITION TO BEHAVIOR: THE FIRST PROBLEM

One of our consistent observations from the protocols is that subjects are
not able to read instructions of even modest complexity and then generate,
without error, the behavior instructed. This is not surprising given the ACT*
theory. According to that theory, instructions are stored initially in a declarative form while behavior requires procedures which are represented as productions. Instructions cannot directly set up procedures to perform the skill. To get behavior, general interpretive productions must convert this knowledge into behavior. Many of the problems arise because of the indirection through these interpretive productions.

One of the problem-solving episodes of BR is typical of the difficulties people have in making the transition from instruction to experience. She had read the instruction on pp. 33-37 of Winston and Horn on function definition and had turned to the first problem on p. 37 to define the function FIRST which returned the first element of a list.

She extracted virtually nothing from the text instruction. What she did extract was a template for how to write a function definition:

```
(DEFUN <function name>
  (<parameter 1> <parameter 2> ... <parameter n>)
  <process description>)
```

Winston and Horn assert "angle brackets delineate descriptions of things." She also studied three examples of function definitions to which she referred while trying to write the function FIRST. One of these functions converted fahrenheit to centigrade:

```
(DEFUN F-TO-C (TEMP)
  (QUOTIENT (DIFFERENCE TEMP 32) 1.8))
```

The second exchanged the first two members of a list:

```
(DEFUN EXCHANGE (PAIR)
  (LIST (CADR PAIR) (CAR PAIR)))
```

The third returned the percentage by which the second argument is larger than the first:

```
(DEFUN INCREASE (X Y)
  (QUOTIENT (TIMES 100.0 (DIFFERENCE Y X)) X))
```

These are all referred to in BR’s protocol which is given in Appendix A.

The one other relevant thing BR knew was the function CAR and how to use it when interacting with the monitor in LISP. CAR returns the first element of the list which is its argument. She knew, for instance, if she types (CAR '(A B C)), the monitor would return the answer A. Thus, this problem is really an exercise in using the syntax of function definition rather than an exercise in defining a novel function.

**FIRST: The Protocol**

Because raw protocols such as Appendix A are very complex and full of irrelevant detail, we have taken to simulating what we call *protocol schematics*. These are our intuitive characterizations of the essential features of the pro-
protocols, omitting many of the digressions. Table 1 provides a schematic protocol for the complete protocol given in Appendix A.

There are two features of this protocol which are striking at the surface. First, as already noted, the subject makes very little use of the written

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>Schematic Protocol for RR Writing FIRST and SECOND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Subject reviews template for function definition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Subject reads problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Subject writes out 'DEFUN FIRST'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Subject is confused by “parameters” in the definition template.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Subject reviews F-to-C and notes TEMP is the parameter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Subject reviews the parameter EXCHANGE and notes PAIR is the parameter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Subject decides LIST1 is the parameter for FIRST and writes (LIST1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Subject looks at INCREASE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Subject decides to use CAR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Subject looks at EXCHANGE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Subject writes (CAR (LIST1)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Subject balances parenthesis. The function is:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(DEFUN FIRST (LIST1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CAR (LIST1))).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Subject tries (FIRST '(B R)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Subject reads error message &quot;Error: Eval: undefined function LIST1&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Subject tries to insert a quote to prevent LIST1 from being treated as a function. The new definition is:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(DEFUN FIRST (LIST1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CAR (LIST1))).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Subject tries (FIRST '(B R)) again and reads the answer LIST1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Subject claims not to know what to do. Tutor intercedes with a top level example. She types (SETQ LIST1 '(B R)) and asks subject to get the CAR of (B R) using LIST1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Subject writes (CAR LIST1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Subject notes difference between what she just wrote and what she wrote in the function definition (CAR LIST1)). Subject decides to replace the code in the function definition by what she has just written.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Subject decides she does not need a SETQ in the function definition. Subjects definition now is:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(DEFUN FIRST (LIST1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CAR LIST1)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Function FIRST works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Subject reads specification of function SECOND.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Subject writes (DEFUN SECOND (LIST1)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Subject decides CDR will take her to the second element and CAR will extract it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Subject reviews a previous top-level example, (CAR (CDR (A B C))).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>Subject finishes function definition which is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(DEFUN SECOND (LIST1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(CAR (CDR LIST1))).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Subject tests out definition on an example and it works.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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instruction. She relies on the template for a LISP definition and the concrete examples. We use the term structural analogy to refer to the process by which subjects map such structures into new function definitions.

Second, at the end of the protocol, BR defined a function, SECOND, that returns the second element of a list. The striking feature of this episode is how much more rapidly the subject writes the definition for SECOND than for FIRST. The subject does not have to resort to structural analogy and does not have difficulty with either feature that caused problems for FIRST—the specification of the parameter list or the specification of the LIST1 argument within the process specification. The only thing that is causing the subject any difficulty in SECOND is in deciding how to compose the primitive LISP functions CAR and CDR together. The single experience with FIRST seems sufficient for her to compile rules about how to deal with many aspects of the syntax of function definition.

**FIRST: The Simulation**

We created a production system in GRAPES that would simulate this protocol. The only productions we required for this simulation were ones to do structural analogy and ones that could use the LISP functions CAR and CDR at the top level. The first type of productions represent a general prior skill evoked in many contexts (for instance, in filling out income tax forms). The second type was acquired from work with earlier chapters in Winston and Horn.

Figure 1 illustrates the goal tree generated in simulating this example. Each box in Figure 1 represents a goal and each arrow emanating from the box represents a GRAPES production trying to achieve the goal. If the production has subgoals, it is connected to goal boxes below. The simulation starts with the goal of writing the function and chooses as its method to use the template for function definition as a model. We refer to this as mapping the template. The structural analogy productions respond to the goal of mapping the template by mapping the components DEFUN and <function name> in the template. These productions wrote out "'(DEFUN FIRST)" without difficulty. This gets us through line 3 of the schematic protocol in Table 1.

Like our subject, GRAPES was not able to directly write out the parameter part of the function template because GRAPES did not know what a parameter was. In cases like this, GRAPES' analogy productions will

*The LISP function CDR returns all of a list except its first member, i.e.

(CDR '(A B C)) = (B C)

*In LISP, functions can be directly typed into the monitor and directly applied or they can be part of function definitions, in which case they are applied only when the function is evaluated.
Figure 1. A representation of the goal structure in subject BR's solution to the problem of writing the function FIRST. The boxes represent goals and the arrows indicate that a production has decomposed the goal above into the subgoals below. Checks indicate successful goals and X's indicate failed goals. The dotted lines indicate parts of the goal tree combined in composition—see text for discussion.

resort to a concrete example. The concrete example retrieved by GRAPES' is the definition of F-TO-C given earlier. The subject in lines 5 and 6 reviews
two examples in Winston and Horn—F-TO-C and EXCHANGE. In both
cases she notes the single argument which was the parameter. GRAPES
solved the analogy: \( X \) is to F-TO-C as the parameter list (i.e., \(<\text{parameter 1}> <\text{parameter 2}> \ldots <\text{parameter } n>\)) is to the abstract template, and
retrieved (TEMP) as the value for \( X \). Thus, it decided (TEMP) was serving the
parameter role in F-TO-C. Then it solved the analogy \( X \) is to FIRST as
(TEMP) is to F-TO-C and determined the value for \( X \) was (LIST1) which it
put into the function definition. That is, GRAPES decided (LIST1) served
the same role in the function it was defining that (TEMP) was serving in
F-TO-C. We infer that this is what the subject was doing in line 7 of the
schematic protocol.

Then GRAPES turned to trying to map \(<\text{process specification}>\)
from the template. Being unable to directly interpret what is meant by \(<\text{process}
\text{ specification}>\), it looked to its concrete example F-TO-C to see that the
LISP code which filled this slot performed the function operations. By
analogy, GRAPES set its goal to write code that would perform the
operations required by FIRST. The subject at this point (line 8) looked to a differ-
ent example, INCREASE, for the same purpose of analogy. A GRAPES
production for using CAR at the top level applied next (corresponding to
line 9 of the protocol), but there was no production to specify how to write
the argument to the CAR in the context of defining a function. GRAPES
and the subject know that CAR will operate on LIST1, but they do not
know the syntax for specifying LIST1. GRAPES again turns to its concrete
example, F-TO-C, and solves the analogy (CAR ARG) is to (QUOTIENT X)
and retrieves (DIFFERENCE TEMP 32) as the value of \( X \) which is the first
argument to QUOTIENT. It then solves the analogy problem of what it
must do to LIST1 to make it like (DIFFERENCE TEMP 32) and decides it
should embed LIST1 in parentheses. Similar to GRAPES, the subject on
line 10 looks at a function EXCHANGE which has the same argument
structure as F-TO-C. We assume she makes the same erroneous analogy
because she writes (LIST1) on line 11. The first argument to QUOTIENT in
F-TO-C is embedded in parentheses (as in the first argument to LIST in EX-
CHANGE) because a function, DIFFERENCE, must be called to calculate
the argument for QUOTIENT whereas no embedded function call is re-
quired for the argument to CAR in the FIRST example.

There are two things to note at this point. First, the subject had read
the information in the text that could have informed her to write LIST1
without parentheses, but this had no impact on her behavior. Second, on
previous occasions she had correctly specified variable arguments when
evaluating functions at the top-level. Eventually, the tutor used this second
fact, that the subject could do it correctly at the top level, to guide the sub-
ject to a correct solution. Both of these observations illustrate the relative
isolation of knowledge. That is, knowledge studied or used in one context is
not available in another context.
When the subject tries her function definition, an error is generated (line 14). GRAPES received the same error message when it tried out the same function definition that it generated. The error occurred because LISP treats the first thing inside a parenthesized expression to be evaluated as a function and there is no function corresponding to LIST1. GRAPES associated this error with the failure to correctly specify the argument to CAR. On previous occasions BR had encountered the same error at the top level typing in commands like (CAR (A)) where the argument, (A), to CAR is to be taken literally rather than evaluated. Always in the past she had repaired these errors by quoting the argument. This is done by preceding the argument with a single quote, for example, (CAR '(A)). We assume that both the subject and GRAPES have compiled from previous experience a rule that the way to repress this error is by using quote, which stops LISP from evaluating. Thus, both GRAPES and the subject generate the new function definition as it is given in line 15 of Table I.

When this new function is tried on an example, LISP returns the CAR of '(LIST1) which is LIST1—rather than the first element of the value of LIST1. It is at this point (lines 16 and 17) that the tutor intervenes and reminds the subject of how she would solve the problem at the LISP top level. At the top level, the student would have used (CAR LIST1) rather than (CAR (LIST1)) or (CAR '(LIST1)). We simulated this intervention in GRAPES by refocusing it to the code-first-relationship goal in Figure 1, and putting (CAR LIST1) as a top-level example in working memory. Then GRAPES, as the subject, maps this code to its current function definition and comes up with the correct code.

**FIRST: Knowledge Compilation**

After finally solving this problem, GRAPES formed two operators which aided its solution of the second problem. These operators summarized much of the problem solving that took place:

- **P1:** IF the goal is to write a function of one variable
  THEN write (DEFUN function (variable)
  and set as a subgoal to code the relation calculated by
  this function
  and then write ).

- **P2:** IF the goal is to code an argument
  and that argument corresponds to a variable of the function
  THEN write the variable name.

We have encircled in Figure 1 the portions of the goal tree that are summarized by each of these productions. The first production captures the top level syntax of a function call while the second summarized the search in-
volved in finding out how to specify a variable argument to a function. With these productions, GRAPES was able to write the function SECOND much easier, as was the subject.

We use knowledge compilation to refer to the process by which GRAPES forms such productions. Later in this paper we will describe the mechanisms underlying compilation in some detail; however, the previous examples illustrate two important properties of compilation. First, in forming P1 it must be able to recognize which aspects of the process are variable and must be left as open subgoals. In forming P2, it must be able to recognize which parts of the goal tree were incorrect paths and which parts were critical to the final solution.

FIRST: Conclusions

There are a number of conclusions that we draw from BR's protocol and the GRAPES simulation. The first is the importance of structural analogy to bridging the gap between current knowledge and the needed behavior. We see two sources for the structure from which the analogy is being made. One is templates provided in the text and worked-out problems. The other is structures that the subject can generate—for instance, the subject generated (CAR LIST1) as a top-level solution and then used this in her function definition.

Bott (1978) and Rumelhart and Norman (1981) have also stressed the importance of analogy in early learning. In their situation, subjects were using analogy to extra-domain experiences. One feature of LISP is that there are very few relevant analogies to other domains. Therefore, the analogy process must use examples from within LISP.

A second conclusion concerns the hierarchical structure of the problem-solving episode as illustrated in Figure 1. Note that the goals in this tree are expanded depth-first, left-to-right (this mode of expansion is clearer in the next examples which involve "bushier" goal trees). Jeffries, Turner, Atwood and Polson (1981) also note this hierarchical, top-down, structure in the programming behavior of experts—although their subjects use breadth-first expansion in correspondence with the edicts of structured programming.

The third conclusion is the importance of knowledge compilation in extracting new production rules from an example problem. These rules streamline the solution of later problems. As the protocol shows, the learning can be on the basis of a single example. It needs to be stressed that the lessons of this example "stuck" which is to say, BR did not have, on later days, the same difficulty with the basic syntax of function definition nor argument specification. It should also be stressed that compilation depends
critically on the structure of the goal tree being compiled. That is, the structure of the goal tree identifies what parts of the problem-solving episode belong together and what can be collapsed into a single rule.

In these three features—structural analogy, hierarchical goal trees, and knowledge compilation—we have one complete solution to the issue of how the subject is able to make the transition to a new cognitive behavior. As such, they constitute a major conclusion of this paper.

DEALING WITH GAPS IN KNOWLEDGE: THE ONETWO PROBLEM

We will provide a second example to help reinforce the conclusions from the first. This comes from the subject, SS, who was slightly more advanced at this point in her protocol. She had written the functions FIRST, SECOND, and THIRD. Thus, she had already learned the basics of function definition. She was then given a problem, ONETWO, that exposed some of the gaps in her knowledge. Thus, in this protocol, we will see how a subject deals with gaps in an existing procedure. This protocol is considerably more elaborate than the first. Whereas BR's protocol spanned a little less than half an hour, this protocol spanned about an hour. Rather than presenting it in its entirety, we have simply provided the protocol schematics in Table II.

The ONETWO problem required the subject to write a function which would take a list as an argument and return a new list consisting of the first two elements of the argument list—for example, (ONETWO '(A B C)) = (A B). The LISP functions that the subject knew at this time included CONS but the subject had not yet learned about LIST. CONS takes two arguments and inserts its first argument in the list that is its second argument, for example, (CONS 'A '(B C)) = (A B C). Although SS had never used CONS in a function definition she had a fair amount of experience with it at the top level of LISP when evaluating expressions such as this example. She also had experience with one slightly esoteric fact which proved critical to the solution of the problem. If one used CONS with the second argument NIL, one puts the first argument in a list, for example, (CONS 'A NIL) = (A). This is because NIL is equivalent to an empty list, for example, NIL = ( ).

Some have commented that they felt it was unintuitive to claim that procedures could be created from a single problem-solving episode. Their intuition is that it should take much longer to proceduralize knowledge. Rather, they suspect that the subject is using various declarative traces to guide the solution of the second problem. There is no hard evidence in the protocols on this matter. However, the one-trial learning position is consistent with a frequent report students' give in solving a series of problems (e.g., in calculus text). This is that they find the second problem much easier and they have no idea why. This lack of introspective awareness of the cause of the improvement is to be predicted from the procedural position.
TABLE II
Schematic Protocol for SS Solving ONETWO

1. Tutor suggests writing a function ONETWO that returns a list of the first two elements of the input lists.
2. Subject reviews all of the functions that she has learned and comments that CONS seems that it might be useful.
3. Subject is stuck.
4. Tutor intervenes to suggest writing an easier function, ADDTWO, that takes two arguments and makes a list out of these.
5. Subject comments that this is like CONS and reviews definition of CONS.
6. Subject considers a concrete example, (ADDTWO '(A B) '(C D))=((A B)(C D)). She considers whether there is some way of converting (A B) and (C D) into ((A B)(CD)).
7. Subject suggests trying (CONS '(A B) '(C D)) but notes that this will produce ((A B) C D).
8. Subject changes code to (CONS '(A B) '(C D)).
9. Subject starts to write function definition—(DEFUN ADDTWO (ONE TWO)).
10. Subject first writes (CONS ONE TWO) but then changes this to (CONS ONE (TWO)). The definition now is
    (DEFUN ADDTWO (ONE TWO)
     (CONS ONE (TWO))).
11. Subject tries function definition with arguments (A B) and (C D). She receives the error message "TWO undefined function object".
12. Subject corrects by quoting. Function definition now is
    (DEFUN ADDTWO (ONE TWO)
     (CONS ONE (TWO))).
13. Subject tries new definition with argument (A B) and (C D). The result is ((A B) TWO).
14. The tutor tries to explain evaluation but has no success in getting her to correct the code.
15. The tutor suggests a subproblem of getting a list containing the second argument.
16. Subject suggests using CONS on the argument and NIL.
17. Function definition now is
    (DEFUN ADDTWO (ONE TWO)
     (CONS ONE (CONS TWO NIL))).
18. Subject tries function definition out on (A B) and (C D) and the result is ((A B) (C D)) which is what is wanted.
19. Subject returns to the goal of writing ONETWO.
20. Subject writes (DEFUN ONETWO (LIS) (CONS (FIRST LIS) NIL)).
21. Subject interrupts function definition to check what FIRST does.
22. Subject completes code. The function definition is
    (DEFUN ONETWO (LIS)
     (CONS (FIRST LIS) (CONS (SECOND LIS) NIL))).
23. Subject tries definition with argument (A B C) and it returns the answer (A B) which is correct.
24. Tutor asks her to redefine ONETWO using ADDTWO.
25. Subject writes
    (DEFUN ONETWO (LIS)
     (ADDTWO (FIRST LIS) (SECOND LIS))).
26. Subject tries definition with argument (A B C) and it returns the correct answer (A B).
ONETWO: An Initial Attempt

Initially, the subject could not think of a plan for defining ONETWO, so the experimenter suggested writing a simpler function, ADDTWO, which would take two arguments and make a list out of them. SS was able to plan out a solution to ADDTWO much more easily. It is interesting to speculate why ADDTWO was more tractable than ONETWO. As we will see, the output specification and the basic solution did not change in going from ONETWO to ADDTWO. However, by reducing the complexity of the task by one level, the burden on the subject's working memory was reduced enough so that she was able to match rule conditions more easily.

Figures 2-7 illustrate the simulation's attempts to solve ONETWO. Given the close correspondence between the simulation and SS's protocol, we infer that these figures also describe the goal structures that were guiding her problem solutions.

Figure 2. The goal structure at the beginning of the ADDTWO protocol where the subject makes up an example.

*For listings of the actual simulations in GRAPES of this and other protocols please write to the authors.*
Figure 2 illustrates the first work that was done on the ADDTWO sub-
problem. The first operator sets the subgoals of coding the function and 
checking/testing) the code. Unable to code the solution directly, GRAPES 
sets subgoals to come up with concrete examples of the input to ADDTWO 
and what its output should be, to find some code that could be used at the 
top level that would convert the concrete input into the concrete output, to 
check this code, and then to map this code into an abstract function defini-
tion. The inputs SS chose to pass to ADDTWO were (A B) and (C D). Why 
she chose list arguments we are unsure. The result she wanted for these in-
puts was ((A B) (C D)). We constrained the GRAPES simulation to choose 
the same example.

Figure 3 illustrates the simulation of the process by which she decided 
what top-level code would mimic the performance of ADDTWO. After 
deciding on the example, she went through an episode where she explicitly 
reviewed the definition of all the functions she knew, searching for an approp-
riate one. She selected CONS, commenting that ADDTWO “is sort of like 
CONS except in CONS the first argument is any S-expression and the second 
argument is a list.” We represented the definition of CONS in GRAPES as:

The first argument of CONS is any S-expression and the second argu-
ment is a list. Its result is a list. The first element of the resulting list is 
the first argument. The rest of the result consists of the second argu-
ment.

She and GRAPES chose CONS because they wanted a list and CONS makes 
lists. Having selected CONS, the subgoals were now to determine what 
arguments to pass to CONS in order to get the intended result.

The critical piece of information in selecting the first argument is the 
definition statement: The first element of the result is the first argument.
GRAPES interfaces this with the desired result, ((A B) (C D)), to determine 
that the correct argument should be (A B). Next, SS and GRAPES turn to 
the second argument. The appropriate part of this definition is: The rest of 
the result consists of the second argument. Matching this would retrieve 
((C D)) as the second argument. However, our subject retrieved (C D). We 
assume that the semantic features of consists were partially lost and this 
statement became The rest of the result contains the second argument. We 
manipulated GRAPES' working memory so that it would produce this 
error. The subject and GRAPES mentally simulated what the outcome 
would be of the code (CONS '(A B) '(C D)). This involved retrieving the 
definition of CONS again. As evidence that her definition of CONS was not 
in error, she correctly determined that ((A B) CD) would result as an answer. 
On a few occasions in the past, SS had incorrectly used CONS at the top-

*This essentially involved breaking in on the simulation and changing working memory 
—i.e., we have no real theory of why this working memory error occurred, only what its conse-
quences were.
Figure 3. The goal structure for the portion of the protocol where the subject decides how to create a top-level function call that will be analogous to her desired program. The protocol starts with the goal, CODE EXAMPLE, and ends with successful mental simulation of CONS in order to check the code.

level in just this way—having one less parenthesis around the second argument. Therefore, we assume she had compiled a rule to repair this which embedded the second argument to CONS is an extra list. By applying this rule, she and GRAPES recover from their error and make up the concrete example (CONS '(A B) '((C D))).

To summarize, at this point the subject had actually created some LISP code which could be typed into the top level of LISP and was going to use the structure of this code to guide the creation of an abstract LISP function. This will be done by structural analogy or mapping. This mapping proceeds in basically the same way as the mapping of the function definition template by subject BR.
ONETWO: The Mapping

Figure 4 illustrates the simulation of SS's initial attempt to map from the concrete code, (CONS '(A B) '(C D)) to an abstract LISP function definition. GRAPES starts in that figure with the goal MAP TO ABSTRACT. First GRAPES maps CONS in the concrete code into CONS in the LISP function. At this point the structure of the function is:

```
(defun addtwo (one two)
  (cons one two))
```

Given the more advanced stage of SS, the function syntax, parenthesis balancing, etc. are all parts of compiled productions—unlike the previous simulation of BR.
The remaining task is to map the two concrete arguments into abstract arguments. GRAPES first focuses on mapping \((A \ B)\). The following rule, called MAP-FIND, applies:

\[
\text{IF the goal is to map an expression } E \text{ into a domain } D
\]

\[
\text{and } E \text{ contains a term } T
\]

\[
\text{and } T \text{ corresponds to an argument } A \text{ in domain } D
\]

\[
\text{THEN replace } T \text{ in } E \text{ by } A
\]

So, in this case GRAPES is trying to map the expression \((A \ B)\) to the domain of the function definition where the argument ONE in the function definition corresponds to the term \((A \ B)\)—in this case the term is the whole expression. Therefore, after replacing the argument for the term, the expression becomes simply ONE. This same rule applies to map the second concrete expression \((C \ D)\). In this case the argument TWO corresponds to the term \((C \ D)\) and the expression after substitution is \((TWO)\). Note this rule has mapped the first concrete expression into a correct definition expression but has mapped the second concrete expression into an incorrect definition expression. The function definition at this point is:

\[
\text{(defun addtwo (one two)}
\]

\[
\text{(cons one (two))}
\]

Figure 5 illustrates some of the subsequent evolution of this definition. The coding of ADDTWO had the brother goal of checking that code. Both SS and GRAPES called the LISP interpreter to try the code with the arguments \((A \ B)\) and \((C \ D)\)—that is, both evaluated (ADDTWO \('(A \ B)\) \'(C \ D)). Both received the same error message "TWO undefined function object." This corresponds to an error that SS had encountered a few times previously in her problem solving. In previous occasions, the cause had been failure to quote an argument. Therefore, we assumed that she had compiled an operator that used quote to stop evaluation.'O When this operator applied, her LISP code became:

\[
\text{(defun addtwo (one two)}
\]

\[
\text{(cons one '((two)))}
\]

Again, she tried the code. This time it returned the result \(((A \ B) \ \text{TWO})\). Comparing this with her desired result the problem was localized to the second argument given to CONS; she and GRAPES went back to retrying the goal of mapping \((C \ D)\).

Figure 6 illustrates the simulation of this mapping. Having returned to this goal, the previous MAP-FIND operator will not apply again. There-

'Note that she has made the same error as BR in placing an argument in parentheses but for very different reasons. SS follows the error message with the same repair as used by BR. Her comment at the point of the error message is "Must have something to do with when we defined that and I put parentheses around one. Cause there's no one in there, let's see... Maybe I should have... what would it do if I quoted that?"
Therefore, a default rule applies which creates a new subgoal of coding a list consisting of a single argument. As in the case of coding the full ADDTWO problem, GRAPES falls back on the plan of making up a concrete example, coding it, checking the code, and then mapping the code into an abstract code for the function. The previous concrete example of ((C D)) is used. Again, CONS is chosen because it makes lists and again its definition is used to determine the correct arguments. This time the definition is correctly used and GRAPES plans the concrete code as (CONS '(C D) NIL).

11Because of GRAPES' specificity conflict resolution principle, more specific rules, like MAP-FIND, will apply before less specific, default rules like the rule applied here.
Figure 6. The goal structure governing the episode in ADDTWO where the subject decides how to put an element into a list.

After checking this code, GRAPES turns to the goal of mapping the concrete code to the LISP function. The process of performing this mapping is quite analogous to the original mapping in Figure 5. Again, CONS is mapped into CONS. The same MAP-FIND operator as before maps (C D) into TWO. An operator for special LISP symbols, like NIL, maps NIL onto itself. So, the final successful code becomes:

(defun addtwo (one two)
  (cons one (cons two nil)))

One interesting feature of this example is that SS is able to find her way eventually to the correct function without ever correcting the MAP-FIND
operator, which will erroneously apply whenever it is given a nonatomic data structure. Later protocols by SS indicated she still had the erroneous MAP-FIND operator. An examination of buggy functions submitted by students given class exercises suggests that this is a frequent bug among LISP novices.

**ONETWO: Return to the Main Function**

Figure 7 illustrates the behavior of the simulation and the subject when they returned to the original ONETWO problem. The code they generated is given below:

```lisp
(defun onetwo (list)
  (cons (first list)
        (cons (second list) nil)))
```

Whereas the subject had taken an hour to code ADDTWO, she only took ten minutes to solve ONETWO and most of that time was spent confirming what the functions FIRST and SECOND did. ONETWO is solved by the same method that ADDTWO is solved, but without any rehearsal of the ADDTWO method, nor any of the use of examples that was such a large part of the ADDTWO solution. Our assumption is that operators were compiled from the ADDTWO problem that summarized the planning steps and these operators facilitated solution of the ONETWO problem.

One of the operators that GRAPES compiled summarizes the problem solution illustrated in Figure 6. In creating the operator, GRAPES must distill those aspects critical to the solution. The goal in Figure 6 was to create a list of a single element and this was eventually achieved by the action of CONSing that element with NIL. Most of the intermediate results in Figure 6 were not part of this final solution and can be deleted in the compiled production. We will discuss how compilation achieves this. The summary operator built is:

```
IF the goal is to code a list consisting of one argument
THEN CONS that argument with NIL
    and set as a subgoal to code that argument
```

Similarly, an operator is compiled to correspond to the outer CONS in the ADDTWO function. It has the form:

```
IF the goal is to code a list consisting of argument1 and argument 2
THEN CONS argument1 into a list consisting of argument2
    and set as subgoals to code argument1
    and to code a list consisting of argument2
```

Many other operators are compiled which are less useful. These other operators are not harmful, they are just too large or too specific to apply in future situations.
ONETWO: Summary

This examination of ONETWO reinforces some of the conclusions from the first protocol and simulation. Again, we see the use of structural analogy. In this case, the subject did not take her analog from the text but rather generated a concrete example of LISP code at the top level that could serve as an analog. Second, the hierarchical structure of the problem-solving is even clearer in this simulation because of its greater complexity. Third, we see the importance of knowledge compilation in building new operators that
will summarize the lessons learned from one problem-solving episode. We see one instance of an additional phenomenon that will loom larger in the third and forthcoming simulation and protocol. This is the episode where the subject temporarily forgot the definition of CONS. Such memory failures can become a dominant feature of some problem-solving episodes.

**FURTHER DISCUSSION OF COMPILATION**

As discussed in Anderson (1982) there are two components to compilation—proceduralization and composition. Proceduralization refers to the creation of specific productions that eliminate retrieval of information from long-term memory by building that information into the rule. Composition refers to the creation of more efficient productions that take the place of several productions. Both components were involved when compiling the operators in the ONEIWO example, but there are other circumstances where the two might operate singly.

**Proceduralization**

Proceduralization can be illustrated in its pure form by the following example: in GRAPES there is a production that will retrieve function definitions from long-term memory and apply them:

```
IF the goal is to code a relation defined on an argument
and there is a LISP function that codes this relation
THEN use this function with the argument
    and set as a subgoal to code the argument
```

In this production, relation and function are variables which allow the production to match different data. The second line of the condition might match, for instance, “CAR codes the first member of a list.” If this rule is proceduralized to eliminate the retrieval of the CAR definition, it becomes:

```
IF the goal is to code the first member of a list
THEN use CAR of the list
    and set as a subgoal to code the list
```

This is achieved by deleting the second clause in the first production that required long term memory retrieval. In addition, the rest of the production is made specific to the relation first element and the function CAR. Now a production has been created which can directly recognize the application of CAR. This will result in a reduction in the amount of long-term memory information that needs to be maintained in working memory.
Composition

As an example of pure composition, suppose one wanted to add the first member of List1 and List2. Then the following two operators would apply in sequence:

- IF the goal is to add an element to a list
  THEN use CONS on the element and the list
  and set as subgoals to code the element
  and to code the list

- IF the goal is code the first member of a list
  THEN use CAR on the list
  and set as a subgoal to code the list

The first rule above would apply binding an element to "the first member of List1" and a list to "List2". The second production would apply binding a list to "List1." A simple case of composition would involve combining these two productions together to produce:

- IF the goal is to add the first member of one list to another list
  THEN CONS the CAR of the first list to the second list
  and set as subgoals to code the first list
  and to code the second list

Such composition would collapse repeated sequences of coding operations to create macro operators. The result would be a speed-up in coding. The technical issues of how to combine productions together are fairly straightforward and are discussed in Anderson (1983a) and Neves & Anderson (1981). A major issue concerns what productions to compose together. The above example is a fairly simple case of collapsing two levels of a goal tree into one. However, in some cases such as when Figure 6 was collapsed into a single production, many productions are collapsed. GRAPES determines what productions to collapse by inspecting the goal tree. There are two types of goals for purposes of composition: inherent goals and planning goals. Inherent goals are intrinsic parts of the programming task. For current purposes inherent goals are all variants of writing code. The important feature of inherent goals is that, in achieving them, one achieves part of the original task. On the other hand, planning goals produce results that are used to guide solution of the original problem but the results themselves are not part of the final solution. In Figure 7 the inherent goals are "CODE LIST OF ONE ELEMENT" and "CHECK TWO"; all the rest are planning goals.

Composition collapses productions in one of two ways. One way is to eliminate the planning goals that are intermediate between two inherent goals. This is what happens in Figure 7. In doing this it is compiling out the planning process and simply leaving in the products of that planning. The
second possibility is illustrated on the previous page. It skips over the setting
of an intermediate inherent goal and so reduces the number of inherent
goals by one. In doing this, it is basically creating macro operators somewhat
similar to STRIPS (Fikes & Nilsson, 1971). This learning scheme requires
that the learner be able to identify what subgoals were essential to the prob-
lem solution and which are only intermediate to the final solution. It needs
to be emphasized that neither proceduralization nor composition eliminate
the original production rules from which they were built. Rather the new
compiled rules just serve as additional supplemental rules to produce better
performance in certain circumstances.

The effect of the knowledge compilation process is to create a set of
productions that mirror the structure of LISP. They may explicitly involve
LISP functions like CAR and COND or LISP programming techniques like
CDR-recursion (see forthcoming discussion of POWERSET). These pro-
ductions will preserve the inherent goals which are specific to LISP and will
delete the planning goals involved in domain-general processes like struc-
tural analogy. Thus representative productions become (see Anderson,
Sauers, & Farrell, 1982):

P1: IF the goal is to code the second member of a list
    THEN use CAR and set a subgoal
        to code the list.

P2: IF the goal is to obtain all the elements which have
    a relation to any member of a list
    THEN use MAPCONC and set as subgoals
        1. To code a function that will return all the elements that
           have a relation to the argument.
        2. To code the list.

The programming behavior we see in GRAPES once such productions are
acquired, is somewhat like the PECOS system of Barstow (1979). As dis-
cussed in Anderson, Sauers, and Farrell (1982), the main programming ac-
tivity for the more advanced student becomes algorithm design (see Kant &
Newell, 1982) in which the task is to convert the problem specification into a
form that such rules can apply.

The expert programmer is advanced over the novice both in possession
of rules for reformulating problems and rules which associate large tem-
plates of code with specific problems. This is an idea that has been suggested
by a number of researchers (Kahney & Eisenstadt, 1982; Rich & Shrobe,
1978; Soloway, 1980). Many of these rules are explicitly learned either
through formal courses or informal interaction with other programmers.
However, we suspect that many more are also compiled from experience.
That is, the programmer hits upon a problem, solves it with much search
and effort, and compiles a rule that captures the essence of the solution.
AN ADVANCED PROBLEM: POWERSET

After 30 hours of learning, subjects are beginning to solve relatively challenging problems although they are still novices. Consider a problem that was solved by all three of our subjects (for reports of other advanced problems, see Anderson, Farrell & Sauers, 1982). We will describe WC's solution to this problem as it was the most straightforward solution that we got from the subjects. In looking at this problem, we will see a case where the student has learned all the basics and the main problem is putting these basics together. As argued earlier, knowledge compilation creates a system of productions whose control structure mirrors the structure of LISP. Although WC and other subjects possessed all of the necessary tools to solve the problems they are given, their solutions are often riddled with working memory failures.

The problem is called POWERSET and Figure 8 illustrates how it was presented to the subjects. The subject is told that a list of atoms encodes a set of elements and he is to calculate the powerset of that set—that is, the list of all sublists of the original list, including the original list and NIL. Each subject was given an example of the POWERSET of a three element list. The three subjects we observed in detail spent from under two hours to over four hours solving this problem. In each case, they spent about one-third of their time uncovering a key insight and the other two-thirds of their time working out the LISP code that would capitalize on this insight.

\[
\text{(POWERSET '(A B C))} = ((\text{A B C}) (\text{A B}) (\text{A C}) (\text{B C}) (\text{A}) (\text{B}) (\text{C}) (\text{)})
\]

Figure 8. A specification of the POWERSET problem as presented to subjects.

We have also assigned this problem to a number of programming classes and gathered informal problem solution reports. There are two types of solutions which subjects are prone to attempt and which tend to distract them from the correct insight:

1. There is a strong tendency to try to implement the way they would solve the problem by hand. For most subjects this hand solution is one in which they calculate the null list, then all the singleton lists, then all the doubleton lists, and so forth, (i.e., NIL, then (A),(B),(C), and then (A B), (B C), etc.)

2. Some subjects are distracted by the fact that certain sublists can be achieved quite easily by taking CDRs. So, given the example (A B C), the sublists (B C), (C), and ( ) can be gotten by taking successive CDRs. This leaves the difficult task of calculating the non-CDRs.
However, almost all subjects finally come up with basically the same solution. The prototypical solution to the problem is given in Table III. The essential insight is illustrated in Figure 9. This involves noticing the relationship between the POWERSET on the full list and POWERSET on the tail (CDR) of the list. In Figure 9 we denote by \( X \) the result of POWERSET on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table III</th>
<th>Prototypical Solution to POWERSET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEFUN POWERSET (L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(COND ((NULL L) (LIST NIL))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T (APPEND (POWERSET (CDR L))))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ADDTO (CAR L) (POWERSET (CDR L))))))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEFUN ADDTO (A Y)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(COND ((NULL Y) NIL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T (CONS (CONS A (CAR Y))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ADDTO A (CDR Y))))))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ L = \{A, B, C\} \]
\[ X = (\text{POWERSET } L) \]
\[ = \{(A, B, C), (A, B), (A, C), (A), (B, C), (B), (C), ()\} \]
\[ Y = (\text{POWERSET } (\text{CDR } L)) \]
\[ = \{(B, C), (B), (C), ()\} \]

\[ X = Y + Z \]
WHERE \[ Z = \{(A, B, C), (A, B), (A, C), (A)\} \]

\( Z \) is formed from \( Y \) by adding \( A \) to each member of \( Y \).

Figure 9. A representation of the essential insight which underlies solution of the POWERSET problem.
the full list and we denote by \( Y \) the result of POWERSET on the tail of the list. Subjects noted that \( Y \) provided half of the members they would need for \( X \). Second, they noted that the other half could be gotten from \( Y \) by adding \( A \), the first member of the list \( L \), to each member of \( Y \). Thus, \( X \) is formed from the lists \( Y \) and \( Z \), where \( Z \) is formed from \( Y \) by adding the first member of \( L \) to each member of \( Y \).

The decision to consider the relationship between (POWERSET \( L \)) and (POWERSET (CDR \( L \))) is not just a stab in the dark. It is dictated by a recursive programming technique that the students were taught called CDR-recursion. This technique involves assuming that the function will return the correct result for the CDR of the list and trying to use this result to calculate the correct answer for the whole list.

**POWERSET: Simulation of WC**

WC took slightly under two hours to solve the problem, of which the first half hour was spent formulating the critical insight. His schematic protocol is given in Table IV. He spent some time trying to formulate the solution by taking successive CDRs before he abandoned this effort. The critical point in his protocol came when he decided to examine the relationship between the powerset of the original list and its CDR (lines 8 and 9 in Table IV).

It would be interesting to try to simulate the process by which the subject comes to the insight about the relationship between the powerset of the whole list and the powerset of the tail of the list—for example, \( X = Y + Z \). This would begin to get us into issues of algorithm design and that is beyond the scope of the current report. We will focus on the programming that is involved in converting this insight into LISP code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Schematic Protocol of WC on POWERSET</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. The experimenter explains the problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The subject recognizes that there are ( 2^n ) sets in the solution where ( n ) is the length of the list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The subject thinks about &quot;taking the first element off of the list and calling this function on the rest of the list&quot; because that is &quot;the general thing I have been doing lately with recursion.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Subject switches attention to calculating all the cdrs of the list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Subject now suggests a loop in which he successively takes all the powersets of successive sublists of the original list—&quot;For every list I pull off an element and do powerset of the cdr.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Experimenter suggests the method will not work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And in fact, Peter Pirolli at Carnegie-Mellon University has written a GRAPES simulation of how this insight is uncovered.
7. Subject focuses on powerset of \(\{A, B, C, D\}\) and decides his method would "miss the sets with \(A\) in it."

8. Subject figures out the powerset of \(\{B, C, D\}\) and notes "All that I am missing is the union of \(A\) with all these things."

9. Subject states his plan "I have the powerset of \(\{B, C, D\}\) and I want to UNION that with something else which is \(A\) added to the powerset."

10. Subject writes

\[\begin{align*}
\text{(UNION (POWERSET (CDR X)))} \\
\text{(UNION (CAR X) (POWERSET (CDR X)))}. \\
\end{align*}\]

11. Subject decides the embedded UNION will not work and decides to write a helping function called ADDTO with arguments \(A\) and \(L\).

12. Subject decides he will add \(A\) to each member of \(L\) by CONS.

13. Subject decides when \(L\) is NIL he will add \(A\) to NIL to get \((A)\). Then he changes his mind and decides NIL is the correct answer in this case.

14. Subject writes

\[\begin{align*}
\text{(DEFUN ADDTO (X L)} \\
\text{ (COND ((NOT L) NIL) )} \\
\text{ (T (CONS (LIST X (CAR L)) \(\)
\text{ (ADDTO X (CDR L)))})).} \\
\end{align*}\]

15. Subject tries to function \((\text{ADDTO 'A ')((B C) ((D) (A B C D E))))\) and traces.

16. Inspecting trace he decides he should replace \text{CONS} by \text{CONS}.

17. Corrected function runs correctly.

18. Subject comments "Now I have forgotten where I was in this thing." He reviews what he had written about \text{POWERSET}.

19. Subject writes

\[\begin{align*}
\text{(DEFUN POWERSET (L)} \\
\text{ (COND ((NOT L) (LIST NIL) )} \\
\text{ (T (UNION (POWERSET (CDR L)) \(\)
\text{ (ADDTO (CAR L) (POWERSET (CDR L))))))))}. \\
\end{align*}\]

20. Turns to case when \(L\) is NIL and comments "I think I want to return NIL."

21. Types in \((\text{POWER SET'(A B)})\) and traces. He focuses on why \text{POWERSET} of \(\{B\}\) did not work.

22. Subject decides that problem is in \text{ADDTO} and he should correct it so \text{ADDTO} \((\text{B NIL}) = (\text{B})\).

23. Tutor tells subject to work on \text{POWERSET} and explains that the \text{POWERSET} of the empty set is a set that contains the empty set.

24. Subject corrects \text{POWERSET} so it now reads

\[\begin{align*}
\text{(DEFUN POWERSET (L)} \\
\text{ (COND ((NOT L) (LIST NIL) )} \\
\text{ (T (UNION (POWERSET (CDR L)) \(\)
\text{ (ADDTO (CAR L) (POWERSET (CDR L))))))))}. \\
\end{align*}\]

but comments he does not understand the terminating condition.

25. The subject tries the function in an example with a trace.

26. The subject comments on the trace "Oh, I think I understand it now. It was returning NIL rather than a list with NIL in it... Well I think I understand why this didn't work that time. I still don't understand the way you think about it. But I think the way I think about it is OK too."
Figure 10 illustrates GRAPES' goal structure for this problem. GRAPES keys off the fact that the argument is a list to attempt the CDR-recursion technique. This technique involves two subgoals. One is to write the code for the recursive step and the other is to write the code for the terminating step which is when the argument to POWERSET is the empty list, NIL. Under the recursive step, there are two subgoals. One is to characterize the relationship between POWERSET of the full list and POWERSET of the tail of the list. The other is to convert that characterization into LISP code. Not trying to simulate the insight \( X = Y + Z \), we simply provide GRAPES with this information outright.

Both WC and GRAPES turn to coding \( Z \) which is formed from \( Y \) by adding \( A \) to each member of \( Z \). Since GRAPES knows no function that will calculate such a relation, it sets out to write a new function ADDTO that will calculate this relation. WC however, in line 10 of Table IV, first writes \((\text{UNION} \ (\text{CAR} \ L) \ \text{POWERSET} \ (\text{CDR} \ L))\). UNION is a function which combines two lists and avoids repeats. This clearly will not give \( Z \). It seems he has a vague specification in working memory of combining \( A \) with \( Y \) and UNION matches this specification on the basis of it being a combining function. WC knows quite well what UNION does and as evidence of this, he
corrects his code a couple of minutes later, and articulates what is wrong without intervention of the experimenter.

**POWERSET: Coding of ADDTO**

Continuing with the depth-first goal expansion, both GRAPES and WC turn to writing the ADDTO function before completing POWERSET. The goal structure for ADDTO is illustrated in Figure 11. The function is written with the same cdr-recursion technique used in POWERSET. More advanced students might recognize this as basically a simple iterative structure and solve it with a PROG or MAP, but we are simulating WC at the point where he has not been taught about PROGs or MAPs and only knows about recursion within LISP and not iteration.

When WC first turned to coding the recursive step he wrote (CONS (LIST A (CAR L)) (ADDTO A (CDR L))). This differs from the correct code in that the function LIST is used rather than CONS. Rather than com-

![Figure 11. A representation of the hierarchical goal structure controlling GRAPES' solution of the ADDTO problem. This structure is a substructure of the goal structure in Figure 11.](image-url)
binning A and (B C) to get (A B C), this will combine them to get (A (B C)). Once again our subject confuses two similar functions; in this case LIST, which makes its arguments elements of a list, is confused with CONS, which inserts its first argument into the list which is its second argument. This is all the more interesting because this line of code also contains a correct use of CONS. It needs to be stressed that WC knows quite well the distinction between CONS and LIST.

Then WC turned to writing the appropriate code for the terminating condition—that is, when ADDTO is called with arguments A and NIL. His first thought was that he should add A to this empty list and return (A). That is, he had lost sight of the fact that the second argument to ADDTO is a list of lists and he should add A to each sublist. This is another example of the subject losing track of what it is that he had intended to do. The subject discovered the problem with this code by mental simulation and put in the correct terminating value, namely, NIL.

At this point, the buggy definition of ADDTO was typed into the terminal and tried out on some sample problems. By tracing the function, he spotted and diagnosed the problem caused by his use of LIST rather than CONS. He changed this and the function ran correctly. WC corrected this problem without instruction from the experimenter and without looking up CONS or LIST in his text.

POWERSET: Return to Main Function

Having completed ADDTO, he then returned to writing POWERSET. His first remark in line 18 indicates that he had completely forgotten the series of goals that led to ADDTO. He had to re-read the code he had written to reconstruct his goals.

After he reconstructed his plan for POWERSET, WC turned to coding the terminating condition. His first inclination was to return NIL as the value when POWERSET was called with the argument NIL. This was the only place that the experimenter intervened with some suggestions. He pointed out that the POWERSET is defined as the set of all subsets of a set. Any set is considered a subset of itself and therefore the set itself should be in the powerset. The experimenter explained that among the elements of the powerset of the empty set should be the empty set itself. From this explanation, WC inferred that the result for POWERSET of NIL should be (NIL) rather than NIL. WC wrote (LIST NIL) but commented that he really did not understand the explanation.

Then the function was typed into the terminal and WC watched it run with a trace on POWERSET. When he saw POWERSET return (NIL) for the value of NIL and when he saw how this result was used by higher levels
of POWERSET, he remarked that he now understood why (NIL) was the right value for the terminating condition. He still did not understand the experimenter's logical argument but he had an understanding of why the result was essential to the correct working of the function.

There is a close correspondence between WC and GRAPES in the overall flow of control among goals created by the decomposition strategy. However, there are frequent failures of memory on WC's part which are not part of the simulation. He loses track of both partial products calculated in the course of planning a function and incorrectly retrieves functions from memory. We have observed a similar high frequency of errors in all our novice subjects. Such errors are less frequent with advanced LISP programmers when they work on problems like POWERSET. Also, errors like the LIST-CONS confusion are almost nonexistent when subjects are asked to execute a command at the top-level of LISP. They only appear embedded in the context of a problem with considerable working memory load. (A recent experiment conducted on a class of 60 novice programmers has confirmed that LIST-CONS confusions are more common when the function use is embedded within the other functions—See Anderson, 1983b).

ANALYSIS OF RETRIEVAL FAILURES

Working memory failures are the cause of certain problems in the protocol like forgetting why ADDTO was written. We think working memory failures are also responsible for the incorrect retrievals of functions like UNION and LIST.

The following is our analysis of the LIST-CONS confusion. It is similar to what Norman (1981) called a description error. We assume that the subject represents as his goal

1. To create a LIST L
2. where the first element of L is A
3. and where the rest of the list contains the elements of B.

This matches the specification of CONS. On the other hand, if the third clause above had contains the elements of replaced by simply contains, then it would match the specifications of LIST. If we assume that the relation contains is simpler than contains the elements of and involves a subset of its semantic features, we would predict that subjects would tend to lose the distinguishing features under heavy memory load and retrieve LIST instead of CONS. Also, this analysis would predict that CONS should not be intruded instead of LIST. This asymmetry is clearly the case in our protocols. The asymmetry has been shown to be statistically reliable in large-scale class ex-
This analysis is also consistent with a different CONS error that we saw in the SS protocol involving ONETWO.

The basic analysis of working memory errors being offered here is one in which the initial representation is fragmented into a simpler representation. This is similar to the fragmentation forgetting theory of Jones (1976). As the above analysis of the LIST-CONS confusion illustrates, the result of such fragmentation depends critically on one's representation of the initial knowledge structure. Thus, one can use the nature of these retrieval errors to make inferences about the knowledge representation such as the above analysis of the difference between CONS and LIST.

ANALYSIS OF WORKING-MEMORY FAILURES

We explained the retrieval of similar but wrong functions in terms of failures of working memory. Other errors in the protocols are even more clearly due to working-memory failure. These include misrecalling the specification of a to-be-written function or forgetting to provide an argument to a function. Again, these errors can be shown to increase under working-memory load (see Anderson, 1983b).

One might think a simple stochastic model would work well in conjunction with the GRAPES simulation. Such a model would assume that the probability of loss of a working memory element is related to load. Each such working memory error could lead the simulation at least temporarily down a path to an incorrect solution. The stochastic model plus the GRAPES simulation would predict a distribution of flawed solutions corresponding to the distribution of possible working memory errors.

However, the situation is more sophisticated than this because there are many errors that we do not see but which would be predicted by a purely random process of working-memory failure. We do not think that the random assumption is wrong but rather that there are certain errors which lead to nonsensical results which the subjects immediately correct. For instance, we do not see subject stop in the middle of writing a function and consider the function complete as would be predicted if they forgot their next sub-goal. While we occasionally see subjects specify only one of two arguments to a function we never see them omit the only argument of a one-argument function. While subjects will sometimes omit testing for a case in writing a recursive function we have never seen a subject omit the case that involves the recursive call.

Unfortunately, this asymmetry is confounded with the fact that "LIST" is more mnemonic as a function name than CONS. However, we have also done an experiment that reversed the function names and still found the effect—i.e., now "CONS" is better than "LIST" (See Anderson, 1983b).
Our belief is that subjects have internalized many critics that know properties of a good LISP solution. If the subject is about to produce an answer that violates these critics, the subject will reject the answer and correct the working memory error. Thus, a complete model of the role of working memory in programming requires a model of such critics. Developing such a model is very much a current goal in our research.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

While we do not have a complete theory of the behavior that occurs in the first 30 hours of programming, we have gained some interesting insights. The first has to do with the basis for the programming skill. Initially, the behavior is guided heavily by structural analogy in which the subject uses the structure of definitions and examples to guide the programming. Later productions are compiled which directly reflect the structure of the domain. We discussed how operators become compiled to reflect the logical structure of the basic LISP functions. In addition, the subject learns various techniques for transforming problems into formulations that can be encoded. For instance, WC's use of the CDR-recursion technique was critical to his solution of the POWERSET problem.

Second, whether the subject is using structural analogy or using domain-specific operators, the structure of the solution tends to be hierarchical, top-down, and depth-first. This is strong support for the architectural principle of goal-structured productions in the design of ACT*. It is also consistent with the view of problem-solving developed in Sacerdoti (1977).

Third, we have identified the learning mechanism of knowledge compilation as critical to the transitions underlying the learning process. We showed that GRAPES' compilation applied to the solution of one problem produced the improvement observed in its solution to the next problem. One of compilations' striking features is that it appears to occur so rapidly. We saw two examples where subjects learned from single problem-solving episodes. Such rapid compilation has also been observed in our analysis of geometry problem-solving (Anderson, 1982)."}

Finally, we think working-memory limitations become increasingly important as the novice learns the basics of LISP. In the terms of Norman and Bobrow (1975) the novice's initial problem-solving is data-limited, but it rapidly becomes resource-limited and one important resource is working

Anderson (1982) argues for a process of tuning in addition to knowledge compilation. This is a mechanism by which operators, once compiled, become more appropriate in their range of application. For instance, there are many places where CDR-recursion could be tried. On only some of these would it be appropriate. We see very little of this tuning in our protocols, perhaps because we are only looking at the first 30 hours of learning.
memory. Anderson (1982) argued that the major factor limiting rate of learning is working memory capacity. Elsewhere (Anderson, 1983b), it has been argued that working memory actually increases in its capacity to hold information about the domain, but there is nothing in our data on LISP to distinguish this hypothesis from the idea that subjects just develop more efficient coding schemes (e.g., chunking). For other domains, Chase and Ericsson (1983) provide fairly convincing arguments for increased working memory capacity.

By the way of summary, the following is the general characterization that we would like to give of learning to program in LISP. The students start out with various templates and examples and a set of facts that guide analogical use of these templates. With experience, analogy drops out and operators specific to LISP appear. Further improvement in LISP is strongly controlled by working memory capacity.

APPENDIX A

R: This is the 6th session and this is February 8th. And we start by doing some problems. Do you want to review?

B: Yes, let me look through what we've done. Ok, we did setting functions, setting them up. Ok, you type DEFUN and then the function name, and then what the parameters will be and then the process. Ok, I'm just looking over the example for the temperature. . . . Then to exchange the lists. I think I know these. We'll see.

R: Ok, for the first one, why don't you read the problem, and then we'll do a slightly different—a subset of the first problem.

B: [B reads the problem 3-1 on page 37.]

R: Why don't we just define FIRST.

B: Ok, we start out by typing or writing DEFUN, and then the name, which would be FIRST. [long pause] I'm confused as to what the parameters would be.

R: You just have no ideas or you're choosing between several possibilities?

B: I don't know what to call—what—let me look at this again.

R: Ok, you're looking at?

B: At the temperature one. Ok, "when F-TO-C is used; it appears as the first element in a two element list. The second element is F-TO-C's argument. After the argument is evaluated, it becomes the temporary value of the function parameter. In this case, TEMP is the parameter, and it is given the value of the argument while F-TO-C is being evaluated." [From page 34.] Ok, that's no help.
Ok, now I'm looking at the one about the pairs. [from problem 3-1] "Define new functions FIRST, REST, and INSERT that do the same things." Ok, in this they want [?].

R: But this is ours.

B: [from page 35] "This new function exchanges the first and second elements of a two-element list." Ok, so the function is called EXCHANGE. The parameter is PAIR, meaning two elements in the list. Ok, it makes a list out of those two [?]. Ok, DEFUN FIRST is what we want to call it, right?

R: Maybe I'll ask you, how many parameters do you think you'll need?

B: Just one, the first element of the list.

R: That's what the parameter is?

B: Or the list, I'm sorry.

R: Ok, the list. And what is the first element of the list—what relationship does that have to the function?

B: That's what you want to end up with.

R: Ok, that's called the value, the answer—what you end up with—in LISP is generally called the value.

B: Ok, so the parameter would be the list?

R: Yes.

B: Ok, so you type LIST [B has written (DEFUN FIRST (LIST)]

R: Ok, well let me tell you something right now. That's a perfectly legitimate thing to do—to call a parameter 'LIST'—but because it has the same name as a function, it can make certain types of errors—you'll never catch your error in a year because LISP will keep trying to make a list out of things, and so it's probably—LIS or LIS1 or something that's going to be a better name to call just to keep yourself from having confusion. But if you did everything right, it would be perfectly legitimate.

B: Maybe I could just call it LIST1.

R: Yes, that shouldn't cause anything, so L-I-S-T-1.

B: Ok.

R: Now where are you looking?

B: I was looking back over here.

R: Ok, the example INCREASE.

R: Ok, we want it to take the first element. We want it to do the same thing as CAR but it's going to be called something different. Can you use the function CAR? I'm not supposed to ask questions. Ok. Uh, ok, let me try this. Uh, let me look at this one again.

R: Ok, the EXCHANGE example.

B: Could it just be CAR and then LIST1?

R: We can try that.
B: Ok, we have the function itself, what it's going to be called, the parameter, what it's going to do. [B balances parentheses.]
R: Maybe we should try typing that in.
B: But I'm—there's nothing specific here so it wouldn't—I don't know...
R: I'm not—can you try and express it...
B: Ok, back here it just is the general definition of the function and it should return FIRST, I think. And then if we used a concrete example...
R: Why don't you right now give me an example—a concrete example we might type in after the function.
B: Ok, [B writes (FIRST (B R))] And it should return B.
[R types in the function definition: (DEFUN FIRST (LIST1)(CAR (LIST1))]
B: Three closed parens.
R: Oh, sorry. [R adds a closed paren at the end.] And it says FIRST. Ok, now we're going to try FIRST of B R [(FIRST (B R))]ERROR: EVAL: undefined function B.
B: Ah, it should have a quote.
R: Ok, quote before the list. All right, FIRST QUOTE B R. [R types (FIRST '(B R)).] Ok, ERROR: EVAL: undefined function LIST1.
B: Maybe there should be a quote up here.
R: Ok, do you want to try that? That's now between the CAR and LIST1 is where you want to put the quote. Uh, maybe I'd like to ask you to tell me a little bit more about why you chose that.
B: Let me think about where the []? When I had just this without the quote, it saw B as just a function and this as its argument. []? So then I put a quote here, and so that—and then it said that LIST1 wasn't recognized, right?
R: It said undefined function LIST1. LIST1 wasn't recognized as a function.
B: Uh, do you want to know why it doesn't?
R: Well, no, not necessarily. I want to know why you decided that quote would solve the problem.
B: Because a quote keeps whatever's after it from being looked at as a function.
R: All right, let's try seeing [?] quote. [R does some manipulations to make the change in the definition of the function to: (DEFUN FIRST (LIST1)(CAR '(LIST1))).] Ok, now we go back to FIRST of B R...Ok, it gave LIST1 as its answer.
B: It gave LIST1 as its answer. Hmm...interesting.
R: I presume that is not what you thought the answer was going to be.
B: Ok, up here I have CAR of the QUOTE and then some list. Uh...
[long pause] [?] the list... I don't know what to do.
R: Ok, let me try [?] this way. Suppose we had typed in open paren
CAR of QUOTE paren LIST1 closed paren closed paren [(CAR
'(LIST1))], what would you expect to get as an answer to that?
B: Paren LIST1.
R: Should we try that? [R types it in.]
B: Or else just LIST1.
R: Ok, which one do you want to predict?
B: Uh, probably without the parentheses.
R: Ok, do you want to check it and [?]
B: Ok, I'm looking at page 23. Ok if you take the CAR of L you get
A. Take the CAR of QUOTE L—QUOTE L means an L [?] I
guess it would still be in parentheses—the list [?]
R: Ok, but what's the answer to this minor function [?]—what the
CAR of QUOTE open paren LIST1 closed paren?
B: For this—I'm trying to think if it would have the parentheses or
not. I don't think so.
R: Ok, so you think it's just LIST1 without the parentheses. Ok, does
that give you any better understanding...
B: It has the parentheses or it doesn't?
R: It does not have parentheses.
B: So it actually returns LIST1. Ok, so here it returns LIST1. I don't
—it's like it's not recognizing this at all.
R: It's not recognizing B. Let's try [?] that table here. Now this is
goint to have to be a little different because of F-TO-C—this is
Figure 3-1, page 35—you're going to have FIRST, and instead of
TEMP you're going to have—what's equivalent to what was
TEMP in F-TO-C?
B: LIST1.
R: Ok, those are the only two things. Can we try doing the equivalent.
B: Ok, so you type in the function.
R: Ok, so you type in the function FIRST then B R.
B: Record current value of LIST1 if any. There isn't.
R: There is none. Ok.
B: So then you set LIST1 to B R. So LIST1 has the value B R. Use
EVAL on body of F-TO—FIRST.
R: Ok, now what would happen if we did EVAL on open paren CAR
of QUOTE open paren LIST1 closed paren closed paren? What
would you get as the answer?
B: LIST1 without the parentheses.
R: Ok, all right. And that's exactly what happened. There were two
more steps: Restore TEMP's value and Return value found to
EVAL. Ok, does that help you understand why you got the wrong
answer. It may not help you understand how you get the right answer, but does that help you understand why you got the wrong answer?

B: Yes, I think so. I still don't know how to get the right answer.

R: Let's assume that I had said to you 'Ok, we had just done SETQ LIST1 to QUOTE LIST B R.((SETQ LIST1 '(B R))). Now, how would you write the function to get the CAR of that, given that I just set LIST1 to...

B: You want me to do what?

R: To take the CAR.

B: Of this whole thing?

R: No, I want you to get the CAR of B R, given that it's been assigned to LIST1—that is, I don't want you to do it directly using B R, I want you to do it using LIST1.

B: Ok, so you've—you've already—you've set LIST1 equal to B R. Then it would be CAR...are we doing this like—assuming this is what would be up here? You want to know how I would get...

R: No, we're just doing it totally independently. I'm just saying...just like with an exercise before, remember we had to get PEAR out of...Get B out of LIST1. Yes, it's equivalent to that one.

B: Ok, so...at this point, LIST1 has the value B R.

R: You wrote down CAR...

B: CAR LIST1, I guess. Wait, I'm looking back...?

R: Ok, you wrote CAR open paren LIST1 closed paren closed paren.

B: Ok, here we set L—we used quotes there, we didn't use QUOTE here.

R: That's because we did SETQ.

B: We set L to the list A B, and we've set the LIST1 to the list A B—the list B R. Ok, then we did the CAR of L there and they got A out. So I think that might work.

R: Do you see a difference between what you've written and what they've written?

B: Yes. I have parentheses.

R: Ok, do you think that will make a difference?

B: Yes, it would probably just bring back LIST1. So I would want it to be CAR LIST1.((CAR LIST1))

R: Ok, let's try it. [R types in the SETQ function and the CAR function.] And you get B back. So does that...now...

B: So this is the correct one to get B?

R: Ok, from—assuming that the list B R had been set to LIST1. Now does that give you any ideas of how you might want to modify your definition of FIRST?

B: Ok, I was looking at this while you were typing.
R: Ok, you were looking at F-TO-C.
B: F-TO-C, where they SETQ TEMP and they did something else with it.
R: You think that's going to help?
B: Maybe not.
R: If it is, that's what I want to know—why?
B: No, maybe not.
R: I didn't mean to imply that.
B: No, actually what they're doing I guess is setting the temperature to the difference between the temperature and 32, and that's not quite what we want to do. Ok, this was the way—and after we had set LIST1 to B R, and then we did CAR of LIST1, we got B. If we had had just CAR and LIST1 up here... and then just typed in FIRST and parentheses B R—I'm not sure if I need to use SETQ in the definition.
R: Ok, do you remember where the idea of doing the SETQ came from?
B: What do you mean? Where in the book?
R: In the book in the sense of we were talking about this figure, 3-1.
B: Oh, ok. So that's sort of inherent in the function.
R: Yes. (?)
B: Ok, so I don't have to do that. Ok, so let's try this. (B writes: (DEFUN FIRST (LIST1) (CAR LIST1)), and R types it in to the computer.)
R: And now you want me to do FIRST of QUOTE B R.
B: Well, I didn't put a quote in.
R: Oh, you don't want to put a quote in?
B: I'm not sure, since you put it in.
R: I was just copying it from here. Which would you like to do? Ok, so you want to do it—do you want to try it without the quote?
B: Without the quote, it would probably do the same thing as before.
R: Which was?
B: It would look at this as a function.
R: Oh, B (?)
B: So it should have a quote.
R: Ok, and it comes back with B. Ok, do you want to try it on anything else?
B: No. I mean—I assume it's the same—any kind of list would do that.
R: Ok, let's do as a second thing, let's try to define a function called SECOND that—is it clear what SECOND would do?
B: Yes. Ok, DEFUN SECOND, the parameter would be LIST1—can I still call it that?
R: Yes.
B: Ok, I'm just going to make up a list—assume you have the list X Y and Z—and you want to get the Y out.
R: What are those funny marks between the letters?
B: Commas. They're not supposed to be there, right?
R: I just couldn't figure out what they were. Not in general.
B: Ok, and you want to get Y, so you'd want to take the CDR of this to end up with Y and Z, and then take the CAR and end up with Y. So, you'd have CDR of the LIST1, and out here you'd have your CAR. Ok, I want to look back to where we did multiple CDRs and CARs. Let's see...ok, I'm looking on page 20. Ok, CAR CDR and then QUOTE and then a list. B is what's returned. [at the bottom of page 21.] Ok, that's what I want it to do. [B starts reading the next-to-the-last paragraph on page 21.] Ok, I want it to do CDR. So I think...I think I just want it like that. [the function is: (DEFUN SECOND (LIST1) (CAR (CDR LIST1)))] I'll write an example.

[R has problems getting the computer to work properly.]
R: So, it looks like SECOND is okay. I won't bother to explain to you how I know.
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